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CONGRATULATIONS

FEATURED ECO RESOURCES

THE WORLD’S ONLY
REUSABLE GLUE STICKS

INTRODUCES A NEW
TEAM MEMBER!

LEARN MORE ON PAGE 52
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HIGHWAYS
BAMBOO VEHICLES & BLOCKS

WE LOVE BAMBOO
ONE OF THE MOST

SUSTAINABLE NATURAL RESOURCES

ON THE PLANET

BAMBOO PLAY

VERSATILE
RAPID GROWING

LEARN MORE ON PAGE 18

LEARN MORE ON PAGE 22
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REFILLABLE
STATIONERY

OUR EVER GROWING RANGE OF

TEACHER
WHITEBOARD PENS

GLUE
STICKS

LEARN MORE ON PAGE 60

LEARN MORE ON PAGE 52

SHARPENERS
WITH REPLACEMENT BLADES

LEARN MORE ON PAGE 56

PASTELS
LEARN MORE ON PAGE 48

HANDWRITING
PENS

LEARN MORE ON PAGE 37
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HANDWRITING
PENS

PAIR OUR NEW
SUSTAINABLE

WHITEBOARD
MARKER

ALTERNATIVE...

SUSTAINABLE
SCRIBBLES

WITH OUR NEW
BAMBOO FIBRE

CLEANING CLOTHS!
LEARN MORE ON PAGE 57



Video

Magnetic Tiles: Triangles & Squares
In recent years, there has been a growing emphasis on integrating STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Mathematics) education into early childhood curricula. Magnetic Tiles seamlessly 
align with this educational approach by providing a hands-on platform for young learners to explore 
fundamental STEM concepts.

When children connect Magnetic 
Tiles to construct buildings, bridges, 
or other structures, they unknowingly 
engage in engineering and physics 
principles. Through trial and error, they 
discover which designs are stable and 
why certain shapes are more effective 
in supporting weight. This practical 
experimentation lays the groundwork 
for an understanding of engineering 
mechanics, balance, and stability.

Age: 3+ SKU: 863100
Contents: 40 square magnetic tiles, 60 
triangle magnetic tiles

75 mm

x 10Includes: x 15 x 10 x 15 x 10 x 15 x 10 x 15

Compatible
with widely
used mini
figures
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x 7

x 7

x 7

x 7

x 7

x 7

x 12

x 12

x 8

x 8

x 6

x 2

x 8

x 1

Magnetic Tiles: Marble Run
The Magnetic Tiles Marble Run allows children to design and build 
intricate marble tracks using various pieces that easily connect together. 
The magnets integrated into the components offer a fascinating twist, 
enabling the creation of gravity-defying pathways that challenge the 
conventional understanding of physics.

Age: 3+ SKU: 863200 Contents: 42 magnetic tiles, 50 marble track 
connectors, 6 balls, 2 figures 

x 1

Compatible
with widely
used double 
scale mini
figures
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Magnesticks
Magnesticks are designed to provide an open-ended play experience, allowing children to engage with the components in limitless 
ways. The absence of strict rules or predefined structures empowers children to become architects of their own playtime. Engaging with 
magnetic toys presents a myriad of cognitive benefits for children. As they manipulate the components to construct various shapes and 
forms, they naturally hone their spatial reasoning skills. The act of figuring out how different pieces fit together fosters critical thinking 
and problem-solving abilities. Moreover, the magnetic nature of the components introduces an element of physics, offering an early 
introduction to concepts like polarity and attraction.

Age: 3+ SKU: 863052 Contents: 52 magnetic shapes in storage tub Weight: 2.01 kg H: 205mm W: 340mm D: 250mm

55 mm

x 12Includes: x 8 x 20 x 4 x 4 x 4

90 mm

x 12Includes: x 4 x 30 x 10 x 16 x 8 x 20

Fun Mags
With this more complex assortment of magnetic pieces, children become acquainted with a wider 
range of geometric shapes such as trapezoids and spheres as they manipulate the pieces to form
structures. As children progress from simple designs to more complex arrangements, they naturally 
absorb concepts like symmetry, angles, and spatial relationships. Such experiential learning not only 
prepares them for formal geometry in later years but also hones their visual-spatial skills, which are 
crucial in fields ranging from mathematics and engineering to art and design.

Age: 3+ SKU: E87000
Contents: 100 magnetic shapes
Weight: 3.12 kg H: 235mm W: 335mm
D: 78mm
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Flexible Magnetic Sheets
Imagine a world where children can explore their
creativity and curiosity without limitations. Flexible
Magnetic Blackboard and Whiteboard Sheets bring this 
vision to life by offering a versatile platform that adheres 
to walls with ease. These sheets are designed to stick to 
various surfaces, enabling children to transform any room 
into an interactive learning environment. The combination 
of a dry-wipe surface and magnetic properties opens up a 
world of possibilities.597 mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 651000
Contents: 1 magnetic whiteboard sheet
Weight: 0.34 kg H: 597mm
W: 450mm D: 1mm

Video

Video

Age: 3+ SKU: 652000
Contents: 1 magnetic blackboard sheet
Weight: 0.34 kg H: 597mm
W: 450mm D: 1mm

MagneDots
Each magnetic dot possesses an alluring hue, and with the aid of a 
magnetic pen, youngsters can pick up, move, and place these dots 
into the grooves of the grid. As children manipulate the
magnetic dots with the pen, they’re introduced to concepts of cause 
and effect, spatial relationships, and fine motor skills. The act of
arranging the dots into patterns and designs encourages cognitive 
development and critical thinking. MagneDots seamlessly integrates 
concepts from various subjects such as
mathematics, geometry, and art.

Age: 3+ SKU: 863050
Contents: 1 board, 1 applicator, 7 double-dided
activity cards
Weight: 0.32 kg H: 215mm W: 215mm D: 25mm

12 MAGNETIC & CONSTRUCTION Let’s build, create, and explore, in this construction world we adore...
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MagnePad Tablets

Age: 3+ SKU: 863000 Contents: 1 MagnePad, 10 two-sided
activity cards Weight: 0.82 kg H: 264mm W: 320mm D: 21mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 863025 (Black) 863075 (Red)
Contents: 1 MagnePad Tablet
Weight: 0.32 kg
H: 210mm W: 175mm D: 12mm

Video

MagnePad
Unleash your child’s imagination with this innovative 
magnetic drawing pad, designed to provide hours of 
entertainment while fostering artistic development and 
problem-solving skills. Watch as children’s artistic vision 
comes to life right before your eyes!

As well as the larger 320mm wide
MagnePad, we also offer two smaller sized 
MagnePad ‘Tablets’ at 175mm wide and
210mm high. This smaller sized canvas 
available in both black and red is ideal for 
single child use and great for packing away 
into small storage spaces.

Magnetic Triangular
Applicators

Age: 3+ SKU: 863501-10
Contents: 10 applicators
Weight: 0.08 kg
H: 120mm W: 100mm D: 12mm

Our applicators are equipped with a 
powerful magnet at their tip, allowing 
you to effortlessly control and
manipulate the tiny steel balls beneath 
the surface of the MagnePads. Features
an ergonomic triangular design.
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Multi Blocks Basic Set
Age: 18m+ SKU: 573230
Contents: 400 pieces Weight: 3.8 kg
H: 130mm W: 400mm D: 300mm

Multi Blocks Neon SetMulti Blocks Pastel Set
Age: 18m+ SKU: 573247
Contents: 400 pieces Weight: 3.8 kg
H: 130mm W: 400mm D: 300mm

Age: 18m+ SKU: 573290
Contents: 400 pieces Weight: 3.8 kg
H: 130mm W: 400mm D: 300mm

Multi Blocks Wheels
& Bases Set

Age: 18m+ SKU: 573434
Contents: 30 pieces
Weight: 3.8 kg
H: 130mm W: 400mm D: 300mm

Are you ready to embark on an endless journey of
creativity and construction? Look no further than our 
Multi-Blocks sets! These remarkable building blocks 
may have just one shape, but their possibilities are 
as boundless as your imagination. Each block in this 
set features a unique, versatile shape that effortlessly 
connects with others. This universal design allows for 
seamless integration and endless combinations, mak-
ing it suitable for builders of all ages and skill levels.
BPA-free and phthalate-free. Each piece measures 
50mm x 30mm. 

Take the Multi Blocks fun to another level with our 
amazing wheels and bases add on set. The blocks
simply lock into the square holes on the wheels and 
bases, enabling you to create an unlimited range of 
vehicles, buildings and much more! 

Age

1+

30mm x 50mm

ONLY AVAILABLE
IN CERTAIN
COUNTRIES
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Multi Blocks Glow in the Dark Set
An assortment of colours including exciting pieces which 
glow in the dark which takes the fun to a new level!

Age: 5+ SKU: 573442
Contents: 3000 pieces including 1000 neon, 1000 glow and 
1000 basic mix featuring 10 bases and 20 wheels

Multi Blocks Basic Mixed Set
A large assortment of basic colors and bases.

Age: 5+ SKU: 573338 Contents: 4000 pieces

Multi Blocks Flags of the World Set
Kids can create flags from various countries, nurturing problem-solving abilities and global 
awareness. The set comes with easy instructions, making the building experience both fun 
and educational. Perfect for young explorers and aspiring geographers.

Age: 5+ SKU: 573447 Contents: 2400 pieces

Age

5+

12mm x 20mm
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Bamboo Marble Run
48 piece set
Basic marble run construction set which can be
built in many permutations.

Bamboo Marble Run
89 piece set
Advanced marble run construction set which can be built 
in many permutations.

Age: 3+ SKU: 670300 Contents: 48 pieces
Weight: 1.62 kg
H: 305mm W: 395mm D: 100mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 670350 Contents: 89 pieces
Weight: 2.6 kg
H: 335mm W: 465mm D: 200mm

In the ever-evolving landscape of children’s educational toys, sustainability is a growing concern. Parents and educators alike seek toys that not only entertain but also promote
learning and environmental consciousness. The Bamboo Marble Run sets are a remarkable example of a toy that combines eco-friendliness with educational value and hours of creative 
fun. These sets encourage children to think critically and problem-solve as they design their own intricate tracks. They must consider factors like gravity, velocity, and balance to create 
functional marble runs. This fosters analytical skills and helps children understand cause and effect.

16 MAGNETIC & CONSTRUCTION Let’s build, create, and explore, in this construction world we adore...



Unleash your creativity and embark on endless design adventures 
with our versatile 500-piece Geoclicks set. Designed to inspire 
your imagination and help you build a world of geometric
wonders. The translucent colours also make them ideal for use 
on light tables. Make shapes, numbers, letters and buildings, then 
simply break down again and store inside the handy storage tub 
included.

Age: 3+ SKU: 801030 Contents: 500 pieces in storage tub

Geoclicks Set

17



Bamboo Play
Ultimate Set
Our ultimate set! Each block in our 
system features a carefully calibrated 
design that seamlessly integrates 
mathematics into play. From
geometric shapes to fractions and 
measurements, these blocks are 
designed to stimulate children’s 
mathematical thinking from an early 
age. Our building blocks are made 
from 100% natural and renewable 
bamboo, making them a perfect 
choice for the environmentally
conscious. By choosing bamboo, 
you’re not only investing in the
children’s future but also in the
future of our planet. 

Age: 3+ SKU: 680010
Contents: 36 bamboo pieces & tray 
(set 1), 34 bamboo pieces & tray
(set 2), 2 sets of activity cards,
1 chassis set, 4 vehicles, 6 fences, 
32 wooden figures
Weight: 15.54 kg
H: 490mm W: 320mm D: 450mm

Bamboo Play Vehicles
Set of 4 different vehicle designs. Made from carbonated bamboo for extra strength,
durability, aesthetics and eco-friendly properties.

140 mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 680004 Contents: 4 vehicles Weight: 0.7 kg H: 65mm W: 250mm D: 155mm

Bamboo Play Fences
Set of 6 bamboo fences with reinforced steel bars for extra strength. Mathematically
calibrated to work alongside all Bamboo Play sets to aid imaginative play.

140 mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 680003 Contents: 6 fences Weight: 0.96 kg H: 75mm W: 215mm D: 145mm
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Bamboo Play Set 1 Bamboo Play Set 2
Age: 3+ SKU: 680011 Contents: 36 bamboo pieces, 1 wooden tray, 
1 set of activity cards
Weight: 3.98 kg H: 75mm W: 392mm D: 292mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 680012 Contents: 34 bamboo pieces, 1 wooden tray, 
1 set of activity cards
Weight: 3.98 kg H: 75mm W: 392mm D: 292mm

Activity Cards

Discover what you
can build with 

each set!

Bamboo Play Chassis Set
Build a custom vehicle with this chassis set designed to be 
used with the Bamboo Play sets 1 & 2, fences, and wooden 
people. Create dynamic car body designs.

Age: 3+ SKU: 680005 Contents: 14 bamboo pieces,
1 seagrass tray
Weight: 3.04 kg H: 75mm W: 420mm D: 225mm

Choose either the complete set or selective parts of the range. The 
Bamboo Play Sets 1 and 2 both include different block designs and 
can be used both independently or together.

Video

19
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Pegs to Construction Basic Set
Age: 3+ SKU: P2P5010 Contents: 44 FSC wooden tools in box, 1 set of activity cards, 1 set of 1-5 
rods & tiles Weight: 2.28 kg H: 85mm W: 410mm D: 320mm

Video

Pegs to Construction Complete Set
Age: 3+ SKU: P2P5020 Contents: 100 wood pulp pegs, 10 linking pots, 2 EVA linking pegboards,
1 Count Up frame with EVA pegboard, 19 bamboo rods, 1 chalky pastels, 20 blackboard tiles,
2 blackboard strips, 44 FSC wooden tools in box, 1 set of activity cards
Weight: 7.36 kg H: 160mm W: 520mm D: 520mm

In the fast-paced digital age, it’s more important than ever to foster creativity and 
critical thinking in our children. One of the best ways to achieve this is through 
open-ended play, and that’s where loose parts play sets come into play. These 
sets, featuring wooden tools, screws, bolts, pegboards, and rods, offer endless 
construction possibilities that encourage imagination, problem-solving, and fine 
motor skills development. Loose parts play sets are like a blank canvas for a child’s 
imagination. Unlike traditional toys with predefined purposes, these sets offer a
diverse assortment of parts that can be combined in countless ways. Wooden 
tools, screws, bolts, pegboards, and rods can transform into anything a child’s mind 
can conjure, from towering skyscrapers to fantastical creatures. This open-ended 
play allows children to explore their creative boundaries, experiment with different 
combinations, and dream up elaborate scenarios. The absence of strict instructions 
encourages independent thinking and problem-solving, promoting a sense of
autonomy and self-confidence. These sets are a great introduction to using tools 
for little ones, teaching them how to screw objects together to make
constructions. Young hands naturally gravitate toward building towers with the 
pegs and working their fine motor skills. The wooden tools and boards help to 
expand free play opportunities and spark children’s imagination.

20 MAGNETIC & CONSTRUCTION Let’s build, create, and explore, in this construction world we adore...

https://youtu.be/9CH7qr9V5Vk


Activity Cards

Discover what you
can build with 
each set!
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A BLANK
CANVAS FOR

BOUNDLESS CREATIVITY

Highways Starter Set
At the heart of this set lies the cornerstone of creativity – 
bamboo blocks with cleverly designed slots. These blocks 
offer a canvas for young minds to construct their worlds using 
cardboard, art materials, and boundless imagination. The slots 
facilitate the standing of cardboard pieces, enabling children 
to build vertically, creating a three-dimensional wonderland 
limited only by the reaches of their dreams.

Age: 3+ SKU: 660007
Contents: Highways Flexi Roadway (24 pcs), Highways
Bamboo Vehicles (2 pcs), Highways Bamboo Blocks (12 pcs)
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UNIQUE
ROADWAY

Highways Bamboo Vehicles
What truly sets these bamboo vehicles apart is the incorporation of cutout windows, 
creatively designed to accommodate the Highways themed graphic inserts included in 
the set. Children can choose to either use the inserts provided or trace and draw their 
own out of cardboard..

Age: 3+ SKU: 660001 Contents: 4 vehicles, 4 graphic theme inserts

WHEELS FEATURE
DEEP TREADS

WHICH PRODUCE
COOL TRACKS

IN SAND & MUD
 

INNOVATIVE
VEHICLES

Highways Bamboo Blocks
Gone are the days of flat and two-dimensional creations. The bamboo square blocks, 
with their innovative cross-hare slot, introduce a whole new dimension to play. Children 
can stand up cardboard pieces securely in the slots, enabling them to build vertically. 
The result? A 3D world where the only limit is the boundless imagination of the little 
architects. This 48 block set is ideal for expanding the other sets in the range.

Age: 3+ SKU: 660006 Contents: 48 bamboo blocks

USE THE
INSERTS
PROVIDED OR
TRACE AND CREATE YOUR OWN
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Highways Flexi Roadway Set
The Flexi Roadway stands out as a versatile playset that offers 
endless possibilities for imaginative play. Comprising of
interlocking and flexible road segments, children can design 
and construct their miniature road networks, creating intricate 
paths for toy cars and characters. This process stimulates 
creativity as children experiment with various arrangements 
and configurations, allowing them to bring their unique ideas 
to life. The malleable nature of the toy encourages
experimentation, helping children develop critical
thinking and problem-solving skills in an
entertaining environment.

Age: 3+ SKU: 660000 Contents: 34 roadway 
pieces including 8 right right turn curves, 8 left 
turn curves, 4 straights featuring a crossing, 8 
straights, 2 parking spaces, 4 roundabouts

UNIQUE
ROADWAY

OUR ROAD MARKINGS ARE
NOT PRINTED, BUT

INLAYED INTO THE MOULD

FOR EXTRA DURABILITY
 

FLEXIBLE

WHEELS FEATURE
DEEP TREADS

WHICH PRODUCE
COOL TRACKS

IN SAND & MUD
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INCLUDES
ROAD SIGNS &

STICKERS
IMAGINATIVE PLAY & ROAD SAFTEY
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Highways Town Basic Set

Age: 3+ SKU: 660003
Contents: Highways Town Scenery with
Bamboo Blocks (92 pcs), Highways Flexi
Roadway (34 pcs), Highways Bamboo Vehicles 
(4 pcs)

Highways Town Complete Set

Age: 3+ SKU: 660004
Contents: Highways Town Scenery with Bamboo Blocks (92 pcs), 
Highways Flexi Roadway (34 pcs), Highways Bamboo Vehicles (4 pcs),
Highways Road Safety Sticker Set (267 pcs), Highways Road Tape Rolls 
(6 pcs), Bamboo Skill Drill with Wood Pulp Screws (21 pcs)

HELPS TO ESTABLISH
ROAD SAFETY

EARLY

INCLUDES
BUILDINGS AND
VEHICLE INSERTS
WITH MATCHING
PEOPLE OF THE

COMMUNITY 

INCLUDES
ROAD SIGNS &

STICKERS
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Highways Town Scenery
with Bamboo Blocks
A unique and imaginative playset that transports children to a bustling town 
brimming with diverse opportunities. At its core, the set comprises of a series
of graphic screens depicting different locales within the town, as well as
traffic lights, pelican crossings, plus a number of blank road signs which can 
be brought to life using the Highways Road Safety Sticker Set (sold separatley). 
These screens serve as the backdrop for the Highways wooden figures that 
represent various jobs and professions (sold separately), turning the set into an 
immersive storytelling experience. The slats on the bamboo blocks securely hold 
the screens and road signs, enabling them to be placed within your Highways 
environment. By gathering around the town, children can engage in group
learning experiences, share ideas, and collectively explore the content. This not 
only nurtures social skills but also fosters a sense of community and teamwork, 
laying a foundation for future collaborations.

Age: 3+ SKU: 660002 Contents: 44 graphic upstands, 48 bamboo blocks

Highways Road Tape Rolls
Road tape encourages children to think outside the box and create their own miniature worlds. 
The tape’s unique road design enables children to design roads, highways, and intersections on 
various surfaces, transforming any ordinary space into a bustling urban landscape. This creative 
freedom empowers children to visualise, plan, and execute their ideas, honing their
problem-solving skills in the process.

Age: 3+ SKU: 840001
Contents: 6 road tape rolls (60 metres)
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Highways Road Safety
Sticker Set
With the introduction of a road safety sticker 
set designed to accompany the miniature 
town playsets, children can now not only
engage in imaginative adventures but also 
learn essential lessons about road safety in a 
fun and interactive manner. The road safety 
sticker set adds a layer of realism to the
miniature town, making it a more accurate
representation of the real world.
As children interact with the stickers, they 
begin to recognise the significance of each 
road sign and traffic signal, learning how these 
elements contribute to road safety. Through 
hands-on exploration, children develop an 
understanding of how pedestrians and vehicles 
interact in a shared space. This knowledge 
translates into an increased awareness of safe 
behaviours as pedestrians and future drivers.

Age: 3+ SKU: 840002 Contents: 267 stickers

Includes both 
British and Irish
road signs to be
used with the
‘Highways Town
Scenery’ blank
road signs.
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Wooden Professions

Wooden Community

75 mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 670016 Contents: 16 figures
Weight: 0.48 kg H: 50mm W: 258mm D: 90mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 670048 Contents: 16 figures
Weight: 0.48 kg H: 50mm W: 258mm D: 90mm

These wooden figures encourage open-ended play, enabling children to create narratives, scenarios, and worlds entirely of their own making. Through the act of role-playing with
wooden people, children often embody characters from different walks of life, allowing them to understand perspectives beyond their own. This play can lead to the development of 
problem-solving skills as children navigate their characters through diverse situations, thus enhancing critical thinking abilities.

Wooden Vehicles

Age: 3+ SKU: 596210 Contents: 6 vehicles
Weight: 0.62 kg H: 80mm W: 200mm D: 123mm

Wooden Construction Vehicles

Age: 3+ SKU: 505410 Contents: 6 vehicles
Weight: 0.62 kg H: 80mm W: 200mm D: 123mm

These two wooden vehicle sets encompass an array of miniatures that mimic real-life transportation
vehicles found in various settings, such as cities, towns, and construction sites. From fire trucks and police 
cars to diggers and trucks, these toys create a microcosm of the world around us.
The top row in the image illustrate the ‘Wooden Vehicle’ set, whilst the bottom row illustrates the
‘Wooden Construction Vehicles’ set.

60 mm
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Hammer & Tack Vehicle Set
Age: 3+ SKU: 503360 Contents: Assorted pieces, 
setof pins, 1 hammer, 1 cork board
Weight: 0.53 kg H: 200mm W: 245mm D: 50mm

Hammer & Tack Farm Set

Wooden Story Teller

Age: 3+ SKU: 501830 Contents: 20 wooden pieces,
1 wooden base, 1 double-sided inspiration card
Weight: 0.74 kg H: 248mm W: 248mm D: 40mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 516060 Contents: Assorted pieces, 
setof pins, 1 hammer, 1 cork board
Weight: 0.53 kg H: 200mm W: 245mm D: 50mm

Each Hammer & Tack set includes a corkboard, wooden pieces in 
different shapes and sizes, a child-safe hammer, and small tacks. 
These playsets encourage children to create their own mini worlds 
and stories while simultaneously developing crucial developmental 
skills. Picking up tiny tacks and carefully positioning them on the 
wooden pieces before gently tapping them with a hammer requires 
precision and control. As children work on this process, their fine 
motor skills and hand-eye coordination naturally improve.
These skills are foundational not only for tasks such as writing and 
drawing but also for everyday activities like buttoning
clothes and using utensils.

Double-sided Wooden Story Teller featuring both a farm and 
pirate theme. The farm-themed wooden slot backdrop offers 
a charming setting for children to explore agricultural life, 
featuring a barn, animals and tractor. This scene introduces 
youngsters to the world of farming while promoting various 
skills such as fine motor and cognitive skills as well as language 
development. Ahoy, young adventurers! The pirate-themed 
wooden slot backdrop invites children to embark on a
swashbuckling journey and features all of the elements you 
need to construct your pirate narrative including a pirate ship,
a cannon and a treasure and map.
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Video

Instructions

32 LITERACY & HANDWRITING A tool for learning, a friend in disguise, laying foundations where skills will arise...
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Pegs to Paper
Exercises for
Handwriting Set
The all-in-one, step-by-step
programme designed to
establish the fundamental skills which 
underpin handwriting and literacy, 
build solid foundations and
develop fine motor skills. The unique 
peg design helps to develop the
ergonomic pencil grasp. Pegs to 
Paper is a testament to the fact that 
education can be fun, engaging, and 
effective without the need for screens 
and digital devices. By combining the 
elements of pegs, pegboards, and 
triangular shaped pens, this innovative 
resource not only enhances fine
motor skills but also lays the
groundwork for successful
handwriting.
Also encourages open-ended play, 
allowing children to explore their 
creativity and imagination.
Targeted for ages 3-5 years, plus 
extension SEN activities for ages 5+ 
years. Includes resources for 1 table
of 4 children.

Age: 3+ SKU: PTP001
Contents: 1 instructions, 3 sets of 
work cards, 4 dots sheets, 5
clearboards, 400 wood pulp pegs,
40 linking pots, 16 wood pulp
pegboard quadrants, 4 wallets of Pegs 
to Paper pens, 4 Link & Lace boards, 
40 laces, 4 applicators, 4 cleaning 
cloths
Weight: 12.56 kg
H: 275mm W: 595mm D: 455mm

Wood Pulp Pegboard
100 Hole pegboard made up of 4 quadrants. Developed from our original
pegboard, now made from 70% recycled wood pulp. The Pegboard is made
up of 4 quadrants which can used independently or pieced together.

Age: 3+ SKU: WP7000 Contents: 4 quadrants Weight: 0.9 kg
H: 220mm W: 216mm D: 51mm

Age: 3+ SKU: P2P708508 Contents: 5 pots
Weight: 0.22 kg H: 170mm W: 120mm D: 110mm

Pegs to Paper Colour Pens
These triangular grip felt pens match the colours of the pegs 
and are used throughout the exercises to transfer the patterns 
from the boards onto the page. The ergonomic triangular grip 
helps to further enhance the skills gained from using the pegs.

Age: 3+ SKU: 280000 Contents: 100 pens
Weight: 1 kg H: 133mm W: 278mm D: 71mm

Pegs to Paper Pots
Linking storage pots for the pegs.

Age: 3+ SKU: P2P708509 Contents: 5 pots
Weight: 0.22 kg H: 170mm W: 120mm D: 110mm

Age: 3+ SKU: WP708506 Contents: 50 pegs
Weight: 0.4 kg H: 82mm W: 404mm D: 52mm

Age: 3+ SKU: WP708507 Contents: 50 pegs
Weight: 0.4 kg H: 82mm W: 404mm D: 52mm

Wood Pulp Pegs
Our unique Grippy Peg is a simple yet ingenious object that aids in the development of the 
tripod grip. The peg is designed to fit snugly between the thumb and the first two fingers, 
encouraging the correct grip. Its unique design and materials make it an ideal tool for young 
children. Made from 70% recycled wood pulp.
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Age: 3+ SKU: P2P2003 Contents: 16 boards, 160 laces,
16 applicators, 1 set of work cards
Weight: 5.68 kg H: 284mm W: 358mm D: 311mm

Link & Lace
Laces

Link & Lace
Applicators

Link & Lace Sets
Available in two different sized sets, either a 4 board set or 
a 16 board set.

Age: 3+
SKU: 907018
Contents: 40 laces
Weight: 0.1 kg
H: 120mm W: 140mm
D: 50mm

Age: 3+
SKU: 907017-12 
Contents: 12 applicators
Weight: 0.08 kg
H: 128mm W: 140mm
D: 20mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 907016 Contents: 4 boards, 40 laces,
4 applicators, virtual work cards (QR Code)
Weight: 1.24 kg H: 280mm W: 280mm D: 100mm

At first glance, the Lacing Board may appear simple, but it’s a treasure trove of possibilities waiting to 
be explored. Its key features are the grippy holes and a triangular applicator, which together provide 
an engaging platform for children to create intricate designs and images. The lacing board is designed 
with special grippy holes that hold the lace securely in place. These holes are strategically placed to 
enable children to push the lace through, creating a canvas for their imagination to run wild. The
grippy nature of the holes ensures that the lace remains snugly in place, making it easy for young 
hands to manipulate and experiment with. With an ergonomic tripod grasp, 
the applicator allows children to easily thread the lace through the grippy 
holes. Its design encourages a pincer grasp, which is vital for developing 
key fine motor and handwriting skills. As children move the applicator from 
hole to hole, they not only create beautiful patterns but also enhance their 
hand-eye coordination and dexterity.
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Playboard
Applicators
Age: 3+
SKU: 907004-12
Contents: 12 pens
Weight: 0.04 kg
H: 75mm W: 120mm
D: 25mm

Fluorescent
Laces
Age: 3+
SKU: 907007
Contents: 20 laces
Weight: 0.06 kg
H: 149mm W: 149mm
D: 12mm

White Playboards
Age: 3+ SKU: 907001 Contents: 4 boards, 20 laces, 4 applicators
Weight: 0.8 kg H: 327mm W: 215mm D: 48mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 907002 Contents: 12 boards, 60 laces, 12 applicators
Weight: 2.5 kg H: 400mm W: 280mm D: 130mm

Black Playboards
Age: 3+ SKU: 907006 Contents: 4 boards, 20 laces, 4 applicators
Weight: 0.8 kg H: 327mm W: 215mm D: 48mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 907009 Contents: 12 boards, 60 laces, 12 applicators
Weight: 2.5 kg H: 400mm W: 280mm D: 130mm

Video

The Playboard sets teach children how to thread a lace, developing hand-eye coordination 
whilst creating pictures. By simply pushing the lace into the holes using the applicator,
children can gradually begin to copy more complex patterns created by other children or
the teacher. The boards can be used independently or tiled together to create as bigger
canvas as the number of boards allows you! Compatible with the Link & Lace boards.

Playboard Laces

Age: 3+
SKU: 907005
Contents: 20 laces
Weight: 0.06 kg
H: 149mm W: 149mm
D: 12mm
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Age: 3+ SKU: 103049 Contents: 144 pencils
Weight: 1.22 kg H: 89mm W: 185mm D: 153mm

HB Basswood Pencils
Our everyday value pencil. Great for older pupils and staff who do not require a 
training pencil. Whilst being a value pencil, these pencils have still been
manufactured to a high standard. Great for older pupils and staff who do not 
require a training pencil.

Natural Writer Pencils
Our premium handwriting pencil for advanced beginners. Once the
fundamentals have been mastered using the jumbo pencil, children can 
progress onto this more traditional diameter pencil. The softer HB lead 
formulation and non-slip coating allows for smooth writing fluency.

7.2 mm

2.3 mm

7.2 mm

2.3 mm

Age: 6+ SKU: 103400 Contents: 144 pencils
Weight: 0.68 kg H: 122mm W: 182mm D: 65mm

Age: 5+ SKU: 103800 Contents: 72 pencils
Weight: 0.34 kg H: 84mm W: 177mm D: 45mm

Video

9.8 mm

3.3 mm

Jumbo Handwriter Pencils
Our premium handwriting pencil for beginners. Designed with a unique chunky 
tripod grip, allowing children to easily establish a comfortable, ergonomic
handwriting grasp. The HB lead has been formulated to withstand heavy-handed 
use whilst children are learning to apply the correct pressure. 
The triangular shape promotes a natural and relaxed hand position, reducing strain 
and fatigue during extended writing sessions. It’s the ideal tool for building good 
writing habits from a young age.
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Triangular Handwriters
Premium quality fibre-tip handwriting pens available in two different 
sizes for progression. The ‘My First’ 118mm size is ideal for children 
who are new to writing in pen. The smaller size helps with control to 
establish writing fluency. Once the technique has been mastered, we 
then advise that you progress the child onto using the 166mm sized 

Triangular Handwriters. Both models available in both black and blue.

ECO Writers
Our eco-friendly, refillable handwriting pen. Featuring 
a comfortable moulded grip zone to prevent muscle 
fatigue and writing pain. Excellent for nurturing the 
ergonomic tripod grasp. Specially formulated ink refill 
cartridges available in both black and blue.

ECO Writer Cartridges

8.8 mm1 mm

Age: 7+ SKU: 204001 Contents: 100 118mm black pens

Age: 7+ SKU: 204003 Contents: 100 118mm blue pens

Age: 7+ SKU: 240001-10
Contents: 300 black cartridges Weight: 0.38 kg
H: 195mm  W: 160mm D: 65mm

Age: 7+ SKU: 240003 -10
Contents: 300 blue cartridges Weight: 1 kg
H: 195mm  W: 160mm D: 65mm

13.5 mm1 mm

Age: 7+ SKU: 240000 Contents: 30 pens
Weight: 0.62 kg H: 211mm W: 157mm D: 138mm

Age: 7+ SKU: 204001 Contents: 100 166mm black pens

Age: 7+ SKU: 204003 Contents: 100 166mm blue pens

Triangular Grippy Handwriters
The pen’s exterior is coated with a soft, non-slip material that ensures 
a secure and comfortable hold, even during extended writing sessions. 
Children will enjoy a firm grip that allows them to focus on their
handwriting without distraction. The refillable barrels make this pen 
very eco-friendly. Simply pull out the empty cartridge and replace with 
a new one! Our Grippy Handwriters are available in both black and 
blue, with refill cartridges available separately.

Age: 7+ SKU: 260011 Contents: 50 black pen refills

Age: 7+ SKU: 260013 Contents: 50 blue pen refills

Age: 7+ SKU: 260001 Contents: 50 black pens

Age: 7+ SKU: 260003 Contents: 50 blue pens

11 mm

1 mm
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Video

Age: 3-11+ SKU: PTCU01
Contents:
1 x instructions, 2 sets of work cards, 100 wood pulp pegs, 1 count up 
frame, 1 100 square insert, 4 wood pulp pegboard quadrants, 1 strips and 
tiles set, 1 chalky pastels, 1 cleaning cloth, 1 ten sided dice set,
assortment of bamboo number rods, 1 clearboard
Weight: 7.22 kg H: 500mm W: 500mm D: 85mm

Instructions

Pegs to Count Up Complete Set
If you are looking for a multi-functional maths resource that can be used with every age 
group in the school - Pegs to Count Up has all you need and more! The bamboo frame, 
pegs, pegboard and accompanying components can be used a variety of different ways, 
enabling a teacher to cover virtually every area of the primary maths curriculum. Write 
values on the blank, dry-wipe blackboard surfaces and simply change them accordingly 
to fit the subject matter and age level of maths that you wish to cover. 

The large scale of the board provides an added advantage for presenting in front of small 
groups, allowing multiple children to interact with a single resource at one time. Explore 
the diverse ways in which Pegs to Count Up can be used by scanning the teaching guide 
QR Code on the opposite page. 
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FREE
TEACHING GUIDE

How to use the resources in
line with your curriculum
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Small Magnetic Count Away Timers
Useful for monitoring small projects, tests and tasks of up to an hour, these timers create a visual display of time passing, 
helping children with time management. Each timer includes a useful magnetic backing.

LCD Digital Timers
Simply set the desired time by choosing the number of minutes and seconds. Perfectly sized for tabletops, whiteboards 
and group work. These timers are not just for counting down – they’re versatile and can be used for a variety of
learning activities. From timing science experiments to measuring the duration of bedtime routines, they provide
endless opportunities for hands-on learning. Each timer includes a useful magnetic backing.

Age: 5+ SKU: 904003 Contents: 3 timers Weight: 0.42 kg H: 89mm W: 107mm D: 84mm

Age: 5+ SKU: 904004 Contents: 3 timers Weight: 0.26 kg H: 103mm W: 74mm D: 59mm
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Age: 6+ SKU: 112100 Contents: 1 string 100 beads
Weight: 0.44 kg H: 235mm W: 165mm D: 30mm

Children’s Abacus Bead String
Vibrant blue and yellow abacus beads for teaching maths and arithmetic for students. Each string
includes 100 beads. Each bead measures approximately 6mm x 6mm.

Cubed Abacus Bead String
The red and white abacus is used in
contemporary primary schools for a wide range 
of number-related lessons, most commonly 
in the form of a ‘Rekenrek’. Our unique cubed 
style beads can do all of the same lesson
activities that a tradition abacus bead set can 
do, plus a wider range of further activities.
Use the cube beads on the string to cover traditional abacus lesson planning, or use the 
cube beads independently from the string for extended area, volume and weight subject 
teaching. These eco-friendly cubed beads are made from 70% recycled wood pulp.

Age: 6+ SKU: 112102-30 Contents: 30 strings Weight: 1.8 kg H: 900mm W: 115mm D: 40mm

Age: 6+ SKU: 114100 Contents: 1 A5 instruction booklet, 10 laces, 500 white cube beads, 
500 red cubed beads
Weight: 1.24 kg H: 75mm W: 263mm D: 176mm

Teacher Abacus Bead String
Vibrant blue and yellow abacus beads for demonstrating maths and arithmetic in 
the classroom. These abacus beads are a dynamic tool for teaching a multitude of 
different subjects such as measurement and addition. The string Includes 100 beads 
and each bead measures approximately 25mm x 10mm. 
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ONE TOOL
MULTIPLE EFFECTS

Age: 3+ SKU: 202400 Contents: 12 markers Weight: 0.16 kg H: 185mm W: 174mm D: 15mm

NEW Multicolours
Enjoy the smooth and creamy texture of a pastel, the precision of a traditional coloring pencil, 
and the transformative magic of watercolor – all in one set. Experience the joy of seamlessly 
switching between artistic styles with a single tool. Apply your creations to nonporous
surfaces like glass and whiteboards, and easily wipe them clean when your masterpiece 
needs a fresh start. Redefine your artistic expression and embark on a journey of limitless 
possibilities.
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9.6 mm5.8 mm

Jumbo Super Smooth
Colour Pencils in NEW
Wooden Refill Tray
Our premium quality jumbo triangular
colour pencils, now presented in a new
quality wooden refill tray and formulated
with a new an improved lead for even
smoother laydown.  

Age: 3+ SKU: 103610
Contents: 12 x 12 colour pencils in wooden tray

Jumbo Super Smooth Colour Refill Packs

Age: 3+ SKU: 103600BLK (black), 103600DB (dark blue), 103600BR (brown), 

103600DG (dark green), 103600PE (peach), 103600LB (light blue), 103600LG 

(light green), 103600O (orange), 103600PI (pink), 103600PU

(purple), 103600R (red), 103600Y (yellow)

IMPROVED LEAD
NOW EVEN SMOOTHER

NEW
WOODEN TRAYS
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9.6 mm5 mm

Jumbo Cromo-Colour
Pencils in NEW
Wooden Refill Tray
Our premium quality jumbo hexagonal
colour pencils, now presented in a new
quality wooden refill tray and packaged in
a new quantity -  increased from 144 to
180 pencils per tray.  

Age: 3+ SKU: 103310
Contents: 15 x 12 colour pencils in wooden tray

Jumbo Cromo-Colour Refill Packs

Age: 3+ SKU: 103300BLK (black), 103300DBL (dark blue), 103300DBR (brown), 

103300DGR (dark green), 103300FL (peach), 103300LBL (light blue), 103300LG 

(light green), 103300O (orange), 103300PI (pink), 103300PUR (purple), 103300R 

(red), 103300Y (yellow)

25% EXTRA PENCILS
NOW ADDED TO CROMO TRAYS

NEW
WOODEN TRAYS

NEW
WOODEN TRAYS
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OUR MOST AFFORDABLE
JUMBO COLOURING PENCILS

HAVE LANDED!

9.6 mm5.8 mm

NEW Jumbo Triangular
Essential Colours
Our Jumbo Triangular Essential Colours stand
out as the most affordable option in the range,
making them an ideal choice for those who
prioritize budget.

Our Jumbo Triangular Coloring Pencil is designed 
to meet the essential coloring needs of children. 
With a robust lead that resists breakage, these 
pencils are built to withstand the enthusiastic 
strokes of young artists. The jumbo size
encourages better control, allowing kids to
explore their creativity with confidence.

Age: 3+ SKU: 103050
Contents: 12 x 12 colour pencils in cardboard tray
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Age: 3+ SKU: 103600 Contents: 12 pencils per box
Weight: 0.16 kg
H: 185mm W: 174mm D: 15mm

School Colour Pencils
Our high quality traditional sized hexagonal 
colouring pencils.

Essential Colour Pencils
Our everyday essential colouring pencils 
available in either boxes of 12 or in a wooden 
storage tray of 288.

Age: 3+ SKU: 103025 Contents: 12 pencils per box
Weight: 0.07 kg H: 177mm W: 90mm D: 8mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 103035
Contents: 12 pencils per box
Weight: 0.07 kg H: 180mm W: 46mm D: 16mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 103040
Contents: 24 x 12 colour pencils in wooden tray
Weight: 2.68 kg H: 432mm W: 312mm D: 75mm

Wooden Tray of 288

Age: 3+ SKU: 103030
Contents: 24 x 12 colour pencils in wooden tray
Weight: 2.68 kg H: 432mm W: 312mm D: 75mm

Wooden Tray of 288

Jumbo Super Smooth Colour
Pencils (Mixed Colours)
These high-quality colouring pencils are particularly 
smooth on the page and require very little pressure to
record vibrant designs. The rich, beautiful pigments
blend very easily.

6.9 mm3.0 mm

9.6 mm5.8 mm

6.9 mm2.9 mm
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Silky Pastels
These smooth and silky pastels offer wonderful opportunities for
applying extremely intense, strong colours in 12 vibrant shades.
Sketch, smudge, blend or even add water to transform them into paint. 
Features a protective casing with wind up barrel, plus a ventilated
cap for safety. 

Age: 3+ SKU: 270500 Contents: 12 pastels Weight: 0.36 kg
H: 150mm W: 250mm D: 23mm

Video

Chalky Pastels
Our refillable chalks blended with pastel formula
provide the benefits of both mediums without the
dustiness of chalk. Can be used on a variety of
surfaces including paper, wood, glass and metal.

Age: 3+ SKU: 290001 Contents: 12 refills
Weight: 0.1 kg H: 133mm W: 235mm D: 22mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 290000 Contents: 12 pastels
Weight: 0.2 kg H: 220mm W: 120mm D: 25mm

VideoJumbo Triangular
Oil Pastels
Vibrant and bright pastels
featuring a comfortable and
ergonomic tripod grip, ideal for 
the youngest artists. These pastels 
blend and smudge beautifully.

Age: 3+ SKU: E10370
Contents: 12 pastels

Chalky Pastel Refills
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14 mm3.9 mm

Video

Age: 3+ SKU: 205000 Contents: 100 pens Weight: 1.42 kg
H: 155mm W: 290mm D: 78mm

Jumbo Triangular Colouring Pens
Pack of 10 x 10 easy to grip & blend jumbo felt tip pens. These long 
lasting and washable colour pens are smooth and consistent to work 
with on the page. A perfect colouring pen set for young hands.

Fine Triangular Colouring Pens
Pack of 12 fine colouring pens. These pens are designed with ergonomic features that make them
comfortable to hold. Their unique triangular shape encourages children to use the correct grip,
promoting the development of fine motor skills. These pens allow for precise movements, helping
children refine their hand-eye coordination, which is essential for tasks like writing and drawing.

Age: 3+ SKU: E61000 Contents: 12 pens

8.8 mm2.4 mm
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Thin Rubber Shapers
Thin rubber tip brushes with non- slip coating in 5 different designs.
Great for making shapes with paint, sand or modelling clay.

Thick Rubber Shapers
Wide rubber tip brushes with non- slip coating in 3 different sizes. Great for making 
shapes with paint, sand or modelling clay.

Age: 3+ SKU: 709040 Contents: 5 x 5 designs Weight: 0.3 kg
H: 190mm W: 82mm D: 82mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 709030 Contents: 4 x 3 sizes Weight: 0.46 kg
H: 230mm W: 140mm D: 140mm

Video

Soft Grip Pattern Makers
Diverse modelling tools in a variety of different designs.

Age: 3+ SKU: 710000 Contents: 20 pieces
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Age: 6+ SKU: 707000
Contents: 12 pigments in box
Weight: 0.1 kg
H: 172mm W: 78mm D: 15mm

Triangular Tapered
Ended Brushes
Traditional tapered style brushes in 
3 sizes. Triangular design to develop 
ergonomic grip.

Triangular Flat Ended 
Brushes
Flat ended style brushes for creating 
sharp lines and wedges in 3 sizes.
Triangular design to develop ergonomic 
grip.

Age: 3+ SKU: 707076
Contents: 90 brushes (30 per size)
Weight: 0.8 kg H: 142mm W: 111mm
D: 21mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 707099
Contents: 90 brushes (30 per size)
Weight: 0.94 kg H: 172mm W: 135mm 
D: 21mm

Video

Jumbo
Triangular 
Brushes
Ideal for young artists, 
these brushes feature an 
ergonomic tripod grasp 
and include 3 sizes 
within the set - small, 
medium and large. 
Brushes made from 
high quality hog hair.

Age: 3+ SKU: 703300
Contents: 30 brushes

Watercolours
Set of 12 pure and vibrant 
watercolours.

Giant Washable Rainbow 
Paint Pads
Ideal for using with the Soft Grip Pattern
Makers (opposite page) or for creating
colourful collages using hands and feet.

Age: 3+ SKU: 703100
Contents: 6 rainbow paint pads
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CONGRATULATIONS

Sticking Around for a Greener Tomorrow!
Despite major brands advertising their glue sticks as recyclable, in reality they are
rarely (if ever!) accepted because they contaminate the recycling process.
U-fill bypasses the recycling system altogether and is easy and fun for children to 
use. Once the glue stick is empty, make sure it gets reused by simply twisting in a 
refill. Pop the empty refills into a collection bag, then we collect these
and reuse them in production!

Scan to
Watch
Videos
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CONGRATULATIONS

NEW U-fill Primary Glue Sticks
and Glue Refills
The perfect blend of affordability and performance! 
This glue stick is crafted to meet all of your basic 
adhesive needs, delivering the quality you need at
a price you’ll love.

SKU: UPRI10 Contents: 10 glue sticks

SKU: UPRI10-REF Contents: 10 glue refills

U-fill Quick Glue Sticks
and Glue Refills
Crafted for those who demand speed without
compromising strength, this glue stick sets in a 
mere minute, ensuring your projects are securely 
bonded with precision and efficiency.

SKU: UQUI10 Contents: 10 glue sticks

SKU: UQUI10-REF Contents: 10 glue refills

U-fill Blue Glue Sticks
and Glue Refills
Watch as the glue applies in a vibrant blue hue, allowing 
children to see exactly where they’re applying it, and 
magically dries clear for a clean, seamless finish.
Teaches young children where to place the glue.  

SKU: UBLU10 Contents: 10 glue sticks

SKU: UBLU10-REF Contents: 10 glue refills

U-fill Clear Glue Sticks
and Glue Refills
Designed for those who demand the epitome of 
quality and versatility. Sticks heavier items and glides 
effortlessly onto surfaces. Allows you to reposition 
your work for up to two minutes before setting.

SKU: UCLE10 Contents: 10 glue sticks

SKU: UCLE10-REF Contents: 10 glue refills
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A sustainable and 
eco-friendly substitute 
for the conventional 
whiteboard marker...
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‘Write’ for the Planet... 
Say goodbye to wasteful whiteboard pens! Our Writeboard Marker is water-soluble and
biodegradable, ensuring a minimal environmental footprint. Unlike traditional plastic pens 
that contribute to landfill, our marker sharpens down to shavings, promoting sustainability 
and responsible consumption.

‘Write’ for all Surfaces... 
Versatility meets functionality! Beyond whiteboards, our Writeboard Marker effortlessly glides 
across glass, metal, paper, and nearly any surface you can imagine. The easy erase feature 
makes cleanup a breeze on both boards and non-porous surfaces, offering convenience in 
every stroke.
 

NEW Writeboard Markers (Available in Black & Blue)
Age: 3+ SKU: 202401 (Black) 202403 (Blue) Contents: 12 markers Weight: 0.16 kg 
H: 185mm W: 174mm D: 15mm

‘Write’ Resistance... 
Experience enhanced resistance on whiteboard surfaces compared to standard pens. This 
improved resistance is not only practical but also beneficial for handwriting development. 
The triangular grip promotes the ergonomic tripod grasp, nurturing a comfortable writing 
experience and supporting proper hand positioning.
 

ZERO
Plastic

ZERO
Odour

ZERO
Waste

9.6 mm5.8 mm
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Dual Hole Pencil Sharpeners
Durable dual hole pencil sharpeners with tung steel blades in 5 colours. The lid serves two
purposes: first, it prevents shavings from scattering and creating a mess in your workspace,
keeping your area clean and organized. Second, it also acts as a reservoir for pencil
shavings, making disposal quick and hassle-free. Replacement sharpener inserts available

Age: 4+ SKU: 103900 Contents: 6 x 5 colour sharpeners (30) Weight: 0.74 kg
H: 350mm W: 250mm D: 30mm

NEW Dual Hole Pencil 
Sharpener Replacement 
Inserts

Age: 3+ SKU: 103900-REF Contents: 30 inserts

Designed for quick and easy installation, our 
Replacement Sharpener Inserts seamlessly fit 
into our sharpener encasing, restoring its
cutting-edge capabilities. No need to replace 
the entire sharpener – simply swap out the 
worn insert for a fresh one, and you’re ready 
to go.

NEW Dual Electric Pencil
Sharpener
The perfect companion for your creative
workspace! Designed with precision and
convenience in mind, this sharpener features 
two distinct sharpening holes, catering to 
the diverse needs of your pencil collection. 
Embrace the sleek triangular design of this 
sharpener, perfectly complementing the unique 
theme of our triangular pencils available in 
our extensive range. Worried about wear and 
tear? Fret not! We offer replacement sharpener 
inserts, ensuring that your sharpener remains in 
top-notch condition for years to come.

Age: 3+ SKU: 104500
Contents: 1 electric sharpener, 4  AA batteries

NEW AA Batteries
(Pair)

Age: 3+ SKU: 104200
Contents: 2 AA batteries

Long life AA batteries. Ideal for 
stocking ready for replacing the 
batteries in the Dual Electric
Pencil Sharpener.

Age: 3+ SKU: 104500-REF
Contents: 1 pair of replacement blades.

NEW Replacement Blades
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Cleaning Cloths

Age: 3+ SKU: 203000-30 Contents: 30 cleaning cloths 
Weight: 0.18 kg H: 60mm W: 145mm D: 145mm

NEW Bamboo Fibrecloths

Age: 3+ SKU: 203000-30B Contents: 30 bamboo fibrecloths 
Weight: 0.18 kg H: 60mm W: 145mm D: 145mm

Engineered to perfection, our cleaning cloths are made from ultra-fine synthetic fibers 
that effortlessly attract and trap dust, dirt, and grime. Say goodbye to smudges and 
streaks on surfaces – these cloths deliver a spotless finish without the need for harsh 
chemicals, ensuring a safe and eco-friendly cleaning solution. Packed in boxes of 30.

The sustainable solution to elevate your board cleaning experience while minimizing 
your environmental footprint. These cloths are thoughtfully crafted with bamboo fibers, 
providing a natural and renewable alternative for a greener, cleaner lifestyle. Packed in 
boxes of 30.

NEW
ECO CARDBOARD

PACKAGING

NEW BAMBOO FIBRE
PLUS

OPTION
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Age: 3+ SKU: 203700-10 Contents: 10 boards
Weight: 2 kg H: 45mm W: 318mm D: 218mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 203092 Contents: 1 board
Weight: 0.32 kg H: 212mm W: 283mm D: 11mm

A4 Magnetic Buff Writing Board
An option for dyslexic students who may experience 
headaches when trying to read dark text on white
surfaces. Our new and improved, lined, anti-glare,
magnetic writing board is incredibly durable and 
features a hard-wearing rubber frame. The frame also 
prevents the surfaces from getting scratched on desks. 

A4 Double-Sided Writing Board
Our handy two-sided A4 sized boards will prove useful for a number of tasks ranging from 
scribbling answers with a whiteboard pen to careful handwriting between the lines using 
chalks. High quality and durable.

Age: 3+ SKU: 203600-10 Contents: 10 boards Weight: 1.98 kg
H: 40mm W: 318mm D: 218mm

A4 Double-Sided Grid Board
This two-sided A4 sized board features a blank
whiteboard on one side and a gridded side with half 
inch squares. With these two sides, students are able 
to fulfil a wide range of different tasks in the
classroom from mathematics to general writing.

Magnetic Freestanding
Whiteboard
This two-sided whiteboard with
repositionable stand will prove a great
classroom companion for a variety of 
tasks such as writing and drawing. Sized 
at a larger 280mm x 350mm than the 
other A4 sized whiteboards on this 
page.

Age: 3+ SKU: 203400
Contents: 1 board
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Age: 3+ SKU: 670100 Contents: 1 board, 4 legs, 1 bag
Weight: 1.04 kg H: 455mm W: 390mm D: 40mm

Dual Board
Magnetic double-sided whiteboard and blackboard,
featuring 4 repositionable wooden legs allowing the 
board to be transformed in a number of different useful 
ways. Includes a drawstring bag for storage.

Video

Clearboards
These multi-purpose side loading 
clear pockets allows you to save 
paper by writing on the
Clearboard and not the work 
sheets that you can store inside 
and trace. The oversized A4
design makes loading and unloading work sheets and pages quick and 
easy. Each pack contains 2 x 5 colours.

Age: 3+ SKU: 906200 Contents: 10 boardsWeight: 0.7 kg
H: 345mm W: 260mm D: 20mm
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Fine Whiteboard Pens
These fine whiteboard pens are ideal for writing between 
lines and grids like the ones featured on our handheld
children’s whiteboards. The fine yet bold nib makes them 
great for writing letters and numbers within small areas.
A must have everyday whiteboard pen for any student.
The pens are long lasting & great value, featuring easy to 
remove dry wipe ink. 

Age: 3+ SKU: 201591-36 (black), 201592-36 (red),
201593-36 (blue) 201594-36 (green)
Contents: 36 pens per box
Weight: 0.38 kg H: 74mm W: 139mm D: 80mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 207001-10 (bullet tip) 207002-10 (chisel tip) Contents: 10 per box
Weight: 0.18 kg H: 42mm W: 145mm D: 105mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 207011-10 (black), 207012-10 (red),
207013-10 (blue), 207014-10 (green)
Contents: 10 per box Weight: 0.08 kg
H: 28mm W: 81mm D: 72mm

ECO Whiteboard Pen Barrels
An eco-friendly option - keep pen, replace cartridge. Available in 
either a chisel or bullet tip design. Simply insert cartridge and push 
down nib to recharge ink. Cartridges sold separately.

ECO Whiteboard Pen Cartridges
Boxes of 10 refill cartridges for the ECO whiteboard
pen barrels available in black, blue, red and green. Triangular Whiteboard Pens

Triangular shaped, long lasting and reliable whiteboard pens. Features a quality hard
wearing nib with ventilated cap. Filled with quick drying ink.

Video

Age: 3+ SKU: 208001 (black), 208002 (red), 208003 (blue) 208004 (green)
Contents: 72 pens per box Weight: 0.7 kg H: 65mm W: 190mm D: 140mm
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Age: 6+ SKU: 619200
Contents: 1 pair of scissors
Weight: 0.09 kg
H: 260mm W: 90mm D: 10mm

Age: 4+ SKU: 619400 Contents: 32 pairs in storage box
Weight: 1.6 kg H: 108mm W: 323mm D: 167mm

General Scissors
General large scissors. A great
desktop companion for all of
your cutting needs. 

Children’s Soft Grip Scissors
Our new and improved left and right handed soft grip 
scissors. Now colour swatched into 4 colours, providing 
the option for splitting the set into 4 groups in the class. 
The quality wooden storage box ensures all scissors are 
collected at the end of the lesson.

Age: 7+ SKU: 307005 Contents: 1 staple gun
Weight: 0.6 kg H: 180mm W: 100mm D: 33mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 307002 Contents: 1 staple plier Weight: 0.26 kg
H: 178mm W: 73mm D: 25mm

Auto Adjust Staple Gun
This professional quality staple gun fires just about any brand or size of 
staple thanks to the auto adjust mechanism. The fact that you can use all 
types of staples makes using this tool a great way to use up all of the old 
staples you have within the setting. Great for tacking and fixing displays. 
Quick firing and comfortable to hold. Includes a safety latch.

Staple Plier
Our heavy-duty staple plier featires a metal casing and mechanism and is 
robust enough to staple up to 30 sheets at one time.

Universal Staples
Jumbo pack of 5,000 staples.

Age: 3+ SKU: 307246
Contents: 30 cleaning cloths
Weight: 0.27 kg
H: 155mm W: 73mm D: 40mm
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Latex Free Erasers
Our highly effective erasers do not 
contain natural rubber latex and 
therefore are suitable for those with 
NRL allergies. An essential
companion in the classroom.

Age: 3+ SKU: 640501-30
Contents: 30 erasers
Weight: 0.57 kg
H: 80mm W: 120mm D: 25mm

Ultra-Flexible Rulers
These ultra-flexible rulers are tough and durable. Featuring a transparent 
design with easy-to-read font. Available in both 15cm and 30cm sizes.

Age: 3+ SKU: 620015-30 (15cm) Contents: 30 rulers
Weight: 0.35 kg H: 175mm W: 115mm D: 30mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 620030-30 (30cm) Contents: 30 rulers
Weight: 0.7 kg H: 325mm W: 120mm D: 30mm

Essential Tough Kit Bags
Our phthalate free tough kit bags are strong and durable and are ideal 
for distributing amongst a class for individual stationery kits. Includes a 
white label for name tagging. Tough, durable and reliable.

Age: 3+ SKU: 906222 (red), 906223 (blue), 906224 (green),

906225 (yellow), 906226 (orange)
Contents: 1 kit bag Weight: 0.03 kg H: 180mm W: 230mm D: 4mm

SIze 18cm x 22cm

Age: 3+ SKU: 906362 (red), 906363 (blue), 906364 (green),

906365 (yellow), 906366 (orange)
Contents: 1 kit bag Weight: 0.04 kg H: 260mm W: 360mm D: 4mm

SIze 26cm x 36cm
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Permanent Marker
Our ultra-black Permanent Marker boasts an intensely deep and rich black ink that creates 
sharp, highly visible lines. Whether you’re labelling important documents, creating art, or making 
eye-catching signs, this marker ensures your message stands out boldly. With a fine tip that’s
perfect for detailed work, you can confidently write, draw, or underline with accuracy.

Yellow Triangular Highlighter
Triangular shaped yellow highlighter which is ideal for nuturing the tripod
ergonomic handwriting grip whilst also serving all of you highlighting needs.

Yellow Highlighter
Our highlighter’s bold and vibrant yellow color ensures that your important 
notes and passages stand out with clarity. Whether you’re emphasising key 
points or annotating critical information, your highlights will be impossible 
to miss.

Ball Point Pens
Introducing our versatile and stylish Ballpoint Pens - the perfect writing companions for all your creative 
endeavors. Available in three classic colors: Black, Blue, and Purple, these pens combine form and
function to elevate your writing experience.

Age: 5+ SKU: 202001-30 Contents: 30 markers
Weight: 0.3 kg H: 155mm W: 130mm D: 40mm

Age: 5+ SKU: 201700-30 Contents: 30 highlighters
Weight: 0.5 kg H: 110mm W: 240mm D: 50mm

Age: 7+ SKU: 203801-30 (black), 203803-30 (blue), 203805-30 (purple)  
Contents: 30 pens Weight: 0.26 kg H: 155mm W: 120mm D: 30mm

Age: 5+ SKU: 205005-30 Contents: 30 highlighters
Weight: 0.38 kg H: 150mm W: 125mm D: 55mm
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My First Go Dino Balance Bouncer

Age: 2+ SKU: MY2004 Contents: 1 dino bouncer (deflated)
(Inflated) Weight: 1.4 kg H: 520mm W: 300mm D: 620mm

My First Go Unicorn Balance Bouncer

Age: 2+ SKU: MY2005 Contents: 1 unicorn bouncer (deflated)
(Inflated) Weight: 1.4 kg H: 540mm W: 280mm D: 640mm

My First Go Balance
Bouncer Pump

Age: 3+ SKU: MY2009 Contents: 1 pump
Weight: 0.25 kg H: 180mm W: 35mm D: 20mm

My First Go Rocker & Roller
Children will love this interchangeable and
dynamic rocking horse, which can be used as a 
traditional rocking horse when fully constructed or 
as either a balance bike or balance board when
using the two parts individually.
These multi-functional uses will encourage
imaginative play and keep them finding more and 
more ways to play with the two parts. The Rocker 
and Roller are each boxed separately.

Age: 12m+ Roller: MY3042 Contents: 1 Roller
Weight: 2 kg H: 370mm W: 270mm D: 470mm

Age: 12m+ Rocker: MY3041 Contents: 1 Rocker
Weight: 1.27 kg H: 140mm W: 290mm D: 600mm

Inflatable Dino style bouncer featuring tough and durable
outer layer. Perfect for sparking children’s imagination whilst 
keeping them fit and active.

Inflatable Unicorn style bouncer featuring tough and durable
outer layer. Perfect for sparking children’s imagination whilst 
keeping them fit and active.

Pump for inflating the Dino and Unicorn My 
First Go Bouncers.

Age: 12m+ Rocker & Roller: MY3040
Contents: Includes both Rocker and Roller
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Age: 12m+ SKU: MY3002 Contents: 1 tractor

My First Go Multi-Walker
The My First Go Multi-Walker is a push toy designed to 
aid toddlers as they take their first steps. It features a 
sturdy wooden frame with a handle, four wheels, and 
interactive elements including beads, gears,
shape sorters, and mini-mazes attached to its sides.
As toddlers push the walker, they not only work on 
their walking skills but also engage with the various 
educational components designed to
stimulate their minds.

Safety is a paramount concern when it comes to 
toddler toys. Equipping the walker with a brake system 
addresses this concern by allowing children to stop 
the walker’s movement when needed, reducing the 
risk of accidents or collisions.

Age: 12m+ SKU: 994003
Contents: 1 walker, 1 music mallet, 5 shapes 

My First Go Tractor
Imagination is a cornerstone of early childhood development. The My First Go Tractor provides an
excellent canvas for toddlers to unleash their creativity. They can envision themselves as farmers,
construction workers, or adventurers, immersing in imaginative scenarios that help develop narrative
skills and expand their cognitive abilities.

Equipped with 
a twist tighten 
and untighten 
brake on both 
back wheels
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Balance Board & Outdoor Protective Mat
Introducing our Balance Board, the ultimate children’s educational toy that combines fun and fitness in one 
delightful package. Crafted with care from high-quality bent plywood, this balance board is not just a source of 
endless amusement for kids but also an excellent tool for enhancing their motor skills, coordination, and
balance. The smooth surface and gentle curve make it an ideal surface for countless creative activities that
engage both body and mind. Protective Felt Straps: We understand the importance of safety during playtime. 
That’s why our balance board is equipped with protective felt straps on the bottom, ensuring that your floors 
remain scratch-free while your child explores the joy of movement.
Optional Outdoor Adventure: Take the excitement beyond the confines of the playroom! Opt for our outdoor 
protective mats as an optional extra, allowing your kids to enjoy their balance board experience in the
playground.

Age: 3+ SKU: 309901 Contents: 1 outdoor protective matAge: 3+ SKU: 309900 Contents: 1 balance board
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Foot Twister
The Foot Twister is powered entirely by the child’s feet, promoting 
physical activity and developing their lower body strength, balance, and 
coordination.

Hand Twister
The Hand Twister is powered entirely by the child’s hands, promoting 
physical activity and developing their lower body strength, balance, and 
coordination.

Age: 3+ SKU: 941000 Contents: 1 foot twister Weight: 5.7 kg
H: 240mm W: 460mm D: 700mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 943000 Contents: 1 hand twister Weight: 5.34 kg
H: 265mm W: 495mm D: 890mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 309901 Contents: 1 outdoor protective mat
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(1) Go Balance Trike
The ‘Go’ vehicle number 1: Balance Trike 
designed for 1 rider. Great for teaching 
balance. Features soft grip handle bars. 
Handle bar height: 66cm, seat height: 
34cm, length: 82cm, width: 56cm.
Replacement parts available. Age: 3+ SKU: GP5103-B

Contents: 1 bike
Weight: 5.82 kg
H: 660mm W: 440mm D: 790mm

Age: 3+ SKU: GP5108-B
Contents: 1 trike Weight: 8.12 kg
H: 660mm W: 580mm D: 800mm

(3) Go Balance Tandem
The ‘Go’ vehicle number 3: Balance
Tandem designed for up to 2 riders.
Features soft grip handle bars. Handle bar 
height: 66cm, seat height (front): 39cm,
seat height (back): 37cm, length: 104cm, 
width: 18cm. Replacement parts available.

(4) Go Balance Scooter
The ‘Go’ vehicle number 4: Balance 
Scooter designed for 1 rider. Features 
soft grip handle bars. Handle bar height: 
66cm, foot plate height: 14cm, length: 
88cm, width: 18cm. Replacement parts 
available.

Age: 3+ SKU: GP5113-B
Contents: 1 tandem bike
Weight: 7.8 kg
H: 660mm W: 440mm D: 1080mm

Age: 3+ SKU: GP5112-B
Contents: 1 scooter
Weight: 6.16 kg
H: 660mm W: 440mm D: 880mm

(2) Go Balance Bike
The ‘Go’ vehicle number 2: Balance Bike designed for 1 
rider. Great for teaching balance. Features soft grip handle 
bars. Handle bar height: 66cm, seat height: 37cm, length: 
79cm, width: 18cm. Replacement parts available.
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(5) Go Cooperative
Duo Trike
The ‘Go’ vehicle number 5 designed 
for up to 2 riders. Handle bar height: 
66cm, seat height: 38cm, length: 
82cm, width: 56cm. Replacement 
parts available.

(6) Go Cooperative
Trio Trike
The ‘Go’ vehicle number 6 designed for 
up to 3 riders. Handle bar height: 66cm, 
seat height (front): 39cm, seat height 
(back): 36cm length: 117cm, width: 
56cm. Replacement parts available.

Age: 3+ SKU: GP5168-B
Contents: 1 trike
Weight: 9.1 kg
H: 660mm W: 580mm
D: 820mm

Age: 3+ SKU: GP5166-B
Contents: 1 trike
Weight: 12.7 kg
H: 660mm W: 580mm D: 1060mm

(7) Go Cooperative Taxi
The ‘Go’ vehicle number 7: Cooperative 
Taxi, designed for up to 3 riders. Children 
can take turns to be the driver or the 
passenger, and test their strength to see 
if they can pedal with their friends on 
board. Great for cooperative play. Handle 
bar height: 66cm, seat height (front): 
37cm, seat height (back): 36cm, length: 
101cm, width: 56cm. Replacement parts 
available.

Age: 3+ SKU: GP5192-B
Contents: 1 chariot trike
Weight: 13 kg
H: 660mm W: 580mm D: 930mm

Age: 3+ SKU: GP5107-B
Contents: 1 taxi trike
Weight: 12.28 kg
H: 660mm W: 580mm D: 970mm

(8) Go Cooperative 
Chariot
The ‘Go’ vehicle number 8 de-
signed for up to 3 riders. Handle bar 
height: 66cm, seat height (front): 
38cm, seat height (back): 36cm 
length: 100cm, width: 56cm. Re-
placement parts available.
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SKU: 850009 Weight: 1 kg
H: 200mm W: 190mm D: 390mm

SKU: 850010 Weight: 1.14 kg
H: 245mm W: 190mm D: 350mm

SKU: 850002
Weight: 0.52 kg
H: 123mm
W: 190mm
D: 320

SKU: 850001
Weight: 0.38 kg
H: 160mm
W: 190mm
D: 270mm

SKU: 850000
Weight: 0.62 kg
H: 145mm W: 190mm
D: 440mm

SKU: 850004
Weight: 0.9 kg
H: 160mm W: 190mm
D: 570mm

SKU: 850003 Weight: 1 kg
H: 160mm W: 190mm D: 680mm

SKU: 850008
Weight: 0.9 kg
H: 200mm W: 190mm
D: 440mm

Large Excavator

Fire Truck

Tractor

Trailer

Digger

Tractor & 
Trailer

Digger & Trailer

Truck with 
Plough

SKU: 850012
Weight: 0.24 kg
H: 300mm
W: 200mm
D: 200mm

Red Bucket
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Age: 3+ SKU: 851000
Contents: 1 digger, 1 tractor, 1 trailer, 1 excavator,
1 fire truck, 1 truck with plough
Weight: 5.38 kg
H: 325mm W: 615mm D:460mm

Age: 3+ SKU: 852000 Contents: 2 diggers, 2 tractors, 2 trailers, 2 excavators, 2 fire trucks, 2 trucks with ploughs
Weight: 10.76 kg H: 460mm W: 600mm D: 520mm

Vehicle Set 1

Vehicle Set 2

Age: 3+ SKU: 850005
Contents: 3 diggers, 3 tractors, 6 trailers
Weight: 5.58 kg
H: 325mm W: 615mm D: 460mm

Digger & Tractor Set
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